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Founding Mothers
New York Times Bestseller In the most ambitious one-volume American history in
decades, award-winning historian and New Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a
magisterial account of the origins and rise of a divided nation, an urgently needed
reckoning with the beauty and tragedy of American history. Written in elegiac
prose, Lepore’s groundbreaking investigation places truth itself—a devotion to
facts, proof, and evidence—at the center of the nation’s history. The American
experiment rests on three ideas—"these truths," Jefferson called them—political
equality, natural rights, and the sovereignty of the people. And it rests, too, on a
fearless dedication to inquiry, Lepore argues, because self-government depends on
it. But has the nation, and democracy itself, delivered on that promise? These
Truths tells this uniquely American story, beginning in 1492, asking whether the
course of events over more than five centuries has proven the nation’s truths, or
belied them. To answer that question, Lepore traces the intertwined histories of
American politics, law, journalism, and technology, from the colonial town meeting
to the nineteenth-century party machine, from talk radio to twenty-first-century
Internet polls, from Magna Carta to the Patriot Act, from the printing press to
Facebook News. Along the way, Lepore’s sovereign chronicle is filled with arresting
sketches of both well-known and lesser-known Americans, from a parade of
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presidents and a rogues’ gallery of political mischief makers to the intrepid leaders
of protest movements, including Frederick Douglass, the famed abolitionist orator;
William Jennings Bryan, the three-time presidential candidate and ultimately tragic
populist; Pauli Murray, the visionary civil rights strategist; and Phyllis Schlafly, the
uncredited architect of modern conservatism. Americans are descended from
slaves and slave owners, from conquerors and the conquered, from immigrants
and from people who have fought to end immigration. "A nation born in
contradiction will fight forever over the meaning of its history," Lepore writes, but
engaging in that struggle by studying the past is part of the work of citizenship.
"The past is an inheritance, a gift and a burden," These Truths observes. "It can’t
be shirked. There’s nothing for it but to get to know it."

Barron's AP United States History
Featuring an audio CD with 45 minutes of original, educational, and cutting-edge
music, this latest entry in the innovative Flocabulary series turns U.S. history into
an enjoyable experience. It's perfect for any student preparing for the AP
placement test or the SAT II.

Failure Is Not an Option
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AP U.S. History Crash Course Achieve a Higher AP Score in Less Time REA’s Crash
Course is perfect for the time-crunched student, last-minute studier, or anyone
who wants a refresher on the subject! Are you crunched for time? Have you started
studying for your AP U.S. History exam yet? How will you memorize all that history
before the test? Do you wish there was a fast and easy way to study for the exam
AND boost your score? If this sounds like you, don’t panic. REA’s AP U.S. History
Crash Course is just what you need. Our Crash Course gives you: Targeted,
Focused Review – Study Only What You Need to Know The Crash Course is based
on an in-depth analysis of the AP U.S. History course description outline and actual
AP test questions. It covers only the information tested on the exam, so you can
make the most of your valuable study time. Broken down into major topics and
themes, REA gives you two ways to study the material — chronologically or
thematically. Expert Test-taking Strategies Written by an AP teacher who has
studied the AP U.S. History Exam for 20 years, the author shares his detailed,
question-level strategies and explains the best way to answer the multiple-choice
and essay questions. By following his expert advice, you can boost your overall
point score! Key Terms You Must Know Mastering AP vocabulary terms is an easy
way to boost your score. Our AP expert gives you the key terms all AP U.S. History
students must know before test day. Take REA’s FREE Practice Exam After studying
the material in the Crash Course, go online and test what you’ve learned. Our fulllength practice exam features timed testing, detailed explanations of answers, and
automatic scoring. The exam is balanced to include every topic and type of
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question found on the actual AP exam, so you know you’re studying the smart
way! When it’s crucial crunch time and your AP U.S. History exam is just around
the corner, you need REA’s AP U.S. History Crash Course!

A History of US
REA Real review, Real practice, Real results. An easier path to a college degree –
get college credits without the classes. CLEP HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES I:
Early Colonization to 1877 Based on today’s official CLEP exam Are you prepared
to excel on the CLEP? * Take the first practice test to discover what you know and
what you should know * Set up a flexible study schedule by following our easy
timeline * Use REA's advice to ready yourself for proper study and success Study
what you need to know to pass the exam * The book's on-target subject review
features coverage of all topics on the official CLEP exam, from the Colonial Period
to the New Nation up to the Civil War and Reconstruction * Smart and friendly
lessons reinforce necessary skills * Key tutorials enhance specific abilities needed
on the test * Targeted drills increase comprehension and help organize study
Practice for real * Create the closest experience to test-day conditions with 3 fulllength practice tests * Chart your progress with full and detailed explanations of all
answers * Boost your confidence with test-taking strategies and experienced
advice Specially Written for Solo Test Preparation! REA is the acknowledged leader
in CLEP preparation, with the most extensive library of CLEP titles and software
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available. Most titles are also offered with REA's exclusive TESTware software to
make your practice more effective and more like exam day. REA's CLEP Prep
guides will help you get valuable credits, save on tuition, and advance your chosen
career by earning a college degree.

America (the Book)
Chronicles the history of the United States from the time of the Missouri
Compromise, when Maine and Missouri became states, until Abraham Lincoln's
election to the presidency.

The Civil Rights Era
Brinkley’s American History, a comprehensive U.S. History program, transforms the
learning experience through proven, adaptive technology helping students better
grasp the issues of the past while providing instructors greater insight on student
performance. Known for its clear, single voice and balanced scholarship, Brinkley
asks students to think historically about the many forces shaping and re-shaping
our dynamic history. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and
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effective.

A Student's Guide to U.S. History
Includes the "AP Advantage 3-Step Solution, 1 Platform" formula for learning.

Hip-Hop U.S. History
This memoir of a veteran NASA flight director tells riveting stories from the early
days of the Mercury program through Apollo 11 (the moon landing) and Apollo 13,
for both of which Kranz was flight director. Gene Kranz was present at the creation
of America’s manned space program and was a key player in it for three decades.
As a flight director in NASA’s Mission Control, Kranz witnessed firsthand the making
of history. He participated in the space program from the early days of the Mercury
program to the last Apollo mission, and beyond. He endured the disastrous first
years when rockets blew up and the United States seemed to fall further behind
the Soviet Union in the space race. He helped to launch Alan Shepard and John
Glenn, then assumed the flight director’s role in the Gemini program, which he
guided to fruition. With his teammates, he accepted the challenge to carry out
President John F. Kennedy’s commitment to land a man on the Moon before the
end of the 1960s. Kranz recounts these thrilling historic events and offers new
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information about the famous flights. What appeared as nearly flawless missions to
the Moon were, in fact, a series of hair-raising near misses. When the space
technology failed, as it sometimes did, the controllers’ only recourse was to rely on
their skills and those of their teammates. He reveals behind-the-scenes details to
demonstrate the leadership, discipline, trust, and teamwork that made the space
program a success. A fascinating firsthand account by a veteran mission controller
of one of America’s greatest achievements, Failure is Not an Option reflects on
what has happened to the space program and offers his own bold suggestions
about what we ought to be doing in space now.

CLEP History of the United States I
It’s the revolutionary American history study guide just for middle school students
from the brains behind Brain Quest. Everything You Need to Ace American History .
. . covers Native Americans to the war in Iraq. There are units on Colonial America;
the Revolutionary War and the founding of a new nation; Jefferson and the
expansion west; the Civil War and Reconstruction; and all of the notable events of
the 20th century—World Wars, the Depression, the Civil Rights movement, and
much more. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and irresistible
conceit—borrowing the notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books
in all, and each is the only book you need for each main subject taught in middle
school: Math, Science, American History, English Language Arts, and World History.
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Inside the reader will find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and
summarized: Critical ideas highlighted in neon colors. Definitions explained.
Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts in marker. Mnemonics for memorable
shortcuts. And quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core
State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and state history standards,
and are vetted by National and State Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers.
They make learning fun, and are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up
on Brain Quest.

U.S. History
A People's History of the United States
This book provides a view into the groundbreaking application of ethnographic
tools and techniques to the understanding of undergraduate students and their use
of information. The publication describes findings of the work at the University of
Rochester River Campus Libraries and provides insight into how academic
librarians might use these techniques on their own campuses.

Pre-civil War
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A lively, concise guide to the events and ideas that have shaped America over the
centuries. No nation in modern history has had a more powerful sense of its own
distinctiveness than the United States. Yet few Americans understand the
immensely varied sources of that sense and the fascinating debates that have
always swirled around our attempts to define “America” with greater precision. All
too many have come to regard the study of their national history as tedious, just as
they fail to embrace the past as something in which they must be consciously
grounded. In this introduction to the study of American history, Wilfred M. McClay
invites us to experience the perennial freshness and vitality of this great subject as
he explores some of the enduring commitments and persistent tensions that have
made America what it is.

Brinkley, American History: Connecting with the Past UPDATED
AP Edition, 2017, 15e, Student Edition
***Includes Practice Test Questions*** STAAR EOC U.S. History Assessment Secrets
helps you ace the State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness, without
weeks and months of endless studying. Our comprehensive STAAR EOC U.S.
History Assessment Secrets study guide is written by our exam experts, who
painstakingly researched every topic and concept that you need to know to ace
your test. Our original research reveals specific weaknesses that you can exploit to
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increase your exam score more than you've ever imagined. STAAR EOC U.S.
History Assessment Secrets includes: The 5 Secret Keys to STAAR Success: Time is
Your Greatest Enemy, Guessing is Not Guesswork, Practice Smarter, Not Harder,
Prepare, Don't Procrastinate, Test Yourself; A comprehensive General Strategy
review including: Make Predictions, Answer the Question, Benchmark, Valid
Information, Avoid Fact Traps, Milk the Question, The Trap of Familiarity, Eliminate
Answers, Tough Questions, Brainstorm, Read Carefully, Face Value, Prefixes,
Hedge Phrases, Switchback Words, New Information, Time Management,
Contextual Clues, Don't Panic, Pace Yourself, Answer Selection, Check Your Work,
Beware of Directly Quoted Answers, Slang, Extreme Statements, Answer Choice
Families; Along with a complete, in-depth study guide for your specific STAAR
exam, and much more

AP Us History Study Guide
This classic work by the distinguished economist traces the history of nine
American ethnic groups -- the Irish, Germans, Jews, Italians, Chinese, AfricanAmericans, Puerto Ricans, and Mexicans.

The Story of America
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It’s the revolutionary math study guide just for middle school students from the
brains behind Brain Quest. Everything You Need to Ace Math . . . covers everything
to get a student over any math hump: fractions, decimals, and how to multiply and
divide them; ratios, proportions, and percentages; geometry; statistics and
probability; expressions and equations; and the coordinate plane and functions.
The BIG FAT NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and irresistible
conceit—borrowing the notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books
in all, and each is the only book you need for each main subject taught in middle
school: Math, Science, American History, English Language Arts, and World History.
Inside the reader will find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and
summarized: Critical ideas highlighted in neon colors. Definitions explained.
Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts in marker. Mnemonics for memorable
shortcuts. And quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core
State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and state history standards,
and are vetted by National and State Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers.
They make learning fun and are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up on
Brain Quest.

ASAP World History: A Quick-Review Study Guide for the AP
Exam
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Prepare for your history exams or learn more about key events in American history
with BarCharts' updated and expanded American History 1 QuickStudy� guide.
Detailing the discovery and settlement of the New World up through the Civil War
and Reconstruction, this guide features timelines grouped by historical theme to
give you a concise outline of major events in American history through multiple
perspectives.

STAAR EOC US History Assessment Secrets Study Guide
LIKE CLASS NOTES—ONLY BETTER. The Princeton Review's ASAP World History is
designed to help you zero in on just the information you need to know to
successfully grapple with the AP test. Advanced Placement exams require students
to have a firm grasp of content—you can't bluff or even logic your way to a 5. Like
a set of class notes borrowed from the smartest student in your grade, this book
gives you exactly that. No tricks or crazy stratagems, no sample essays or practice
sets: Just the facts, presented with lots of helpful visuals. Inside ASAP World
History, you'll find: • Essential concepts, people, events, dates, and ideas for AP
World History—all explained clearly & concisely • Lists, charts, tables, and maps
for quick visual reference • A three-pass icon system designed to help you
prioritize learning what you MUST, SHOULD, and COULD know in the time you have
available • "Ask Yourself" questions to help identify areas where you might need
extra attention • A resource that's perfect for last-minute exam prep or as a handy
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resource for daily class work Topics covered in ASAP World History include: • All six
time periods featured on the exam • Major ancient & classical civilizations, states,
and empires • Globalization & exploration • Imperialism & capitalism • Revolutions
& the formation of nations • 20th-century developments such as World War I and II
and Communism • Independence movements in Asia & Africa and more! Looking
for sample exams, practice questions, and test-taking strategies? Check out our
extended, in-depth prep guide, Cracking the AP World History Exam!

Ethnic America
Our AP US History Exam study guide does not contain filler or fluff, so you can work
through the guide at a significantly faster pace than other AP US History review
books. By allowing a student to focus ONLY on those concepts that will increase
their score, study time is more effective. Reviews all topics for the new 2014-2015
AP US History Exam: will cover seven key themes in U.S. History: Identity Work,
Exchange, and Technology Peopling Politics and Power America in the World
Environment and Geography: Physical and Human Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture
Specifically, the following nine periods will be covered in the review of AP US
History and in the exam: 1491-1607 1607-1754 1754-1800 1800-1848 1844-1877
1865-1898 1890-1945 1945-1980 1980-Present Includes a FULL LENGTH AP US
History practice test, complete with: multiple-choice questions short-answer
questions document-based question (DBQ) long essay question
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Everything You Need to Ace Math in One Big Fat Notebook
The 71 tests in this assessment package have been designed around the primary
goal of A History of US: understanding information, not memorizing. Each test
checks understanding of chapter content, which is coordinated with the teaching
guides for each volume of the A History of US set. A portion of the questions assess
knowledge of key facts and chronology. The rest of the questions require students
to use critical thinking skills such as making comparisons, synthesizing
information, and drawing conclusions.

AP U.S. History
A New Yorker staff writer examines the origins of dozens of writings, speeches and
other printed pieces from American history--from paper ballots and I.O.U.s to the
Constitution and Thomas Paine's Common Sense to Edgar Allan Poe's "The Raven"
to Barack Obama's 2009 inaugural address.

America's History
Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the
textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full
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practice tests for their textbook.

A History of US: Assessment Book:
SAT Subject Tests are a valuable way to help students show colleges a more
complete picture of their academic background and interests. Each year, nearly
100K high school students take a history SAT Subject Test to demonstrate their
knowledge. Several colleges and universities also require or recommend students
to take SAT Subject Tests for admission and/or placement. Taking a SAT Subject
Test in history can be a great way for students to demonstrate interest in the
humanities. The Official SAT Subject Test in World History Study Guide from the
College Board is the only source of official questions and answer explanations.
Created from the makers of the Subject Tests, this guide offers a total of four (two
never-been released) forms of actual past World History exams for students to gain
real practice. Students will gain valuable experience and raise their confidence by
taking practice tests, learning about test structure, and gaining a deeper
understanding of what is tested on the test. The Official SAT Subject Test in World
History Study Guide will help students get ready for the test with: •4 full-length,
previously administered tests in World History •Detailed answer explanations for
every question in all tests •Exclusive test-taking approaches and tips from the
actual test maker
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AP® U.S. History Crash Course Book + Online
Identifies key topics in each era of United States history with a chronology of
important events, along with test-taking strategies and four full-length practice
exams with answers and explanations.

These Truths: A History of the United States
Chronicles the history of the United States from the election of George Washington
as the first president to the end of the Mexican-American War, when Wisconsin
became the thirtieth state to join the Union.

All-American History: student reader
The host of the award-winning humorous news program offers tongue-in-cheek
insight into American democracy with coverage of such topics as the republican
qualities of ancient Rome, the antics of our nation's founders, and the ludicrous
nature of today's media.

The American Pageant
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Containing hundreds of images and dozens of maps, All American History is a
complete year s curriculum for students in grades 5-8 when combined with the
Student Activity Book and Teacher s Guide. It is also adaptable for younger and
older students. The first volume covers Exploration through 1840. There are 32
weekly lessons, and each lesson contains three sections examining the
atmosphere in which the event occurred, the event itself, and the impact this
event had on the future of America. Designed to be engaging and written in a
comfortable style, All American History reads like a good book-bringing America s
story to life piece by piece."

American History: Connecting with the Past
Liberty for All?
Contains source documents for American history and the series index.

The New Nation
USA's historie fra 1450-1877 samt kolonisationen af Amerika. Medtager
kildeskrifter af historisk interesse fra perioden
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Everything You Need to Ace American History in One Big Fat
Notebook
Detailed advice for receiving better scores on the U.S. History Exam. Includes two
full-length practice tests with helpful tips to write better essays for the test.

The Official SAT Subject Test in World History Study Guide
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the
present, Howard Zinn includes substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and
Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment and
vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and postgraduate students and scholars in American social history and American studies,
as well as the general reader.

A Child's First Book of American History
Cokie Roberts's number one New York Times bestseller, We Are Our Mothers'
Daughters, examined the nature of women's roles throughout history and led USA
Today to praise her as a "custodian of time-honored values." Her second bestseller,
From This Day Forward, written with her husband, Steve Roberts, described
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American marriages throughout history, including the romance of John and Abigail
Adams. Now Roberts returns with Founding Mothers, an intimate and illuminating
look at the fervently patriotic and passionate women whose tireless pursuits on
behalf of their families -- and their country -- proved just as crucial to the forging of
a new nation as the rebellion that established it. While much has been written
about the men who signed the Declaration of Independence, battled the British,
and framed the Constitution, the wives, mothers, sisters, and daughters they left
behind have been little noticed by history. Roberts brings us the women who
fought the Revolution as valiantly as the men, often defending their very
doorsteps. While the men went off to war or to Congress, the women managed
their businesses, raised their children, provided them with political advice, and
made it possible for the men to do what they did. The behind-the-scenes influence
of these women -- and their sometimes very public activities -- was intelligent and
pervasive. Drawing upon personal correspondence, private journals, and even
favored recipes, Roberts reveals the often surprising stories of these fascinating
women, bringing to life the everyday trials and extraordinary triumphs of
individuals like Abigail Adams, Mercy Otis Warren, Deborah Read Franklin, Eliza
Pinckney, Catherine Littlefield Green, Esther DeBerdt Reed, and Martha
Washington -- proving that without our exemplary women, the new country might
never have survived. Social history at its best, Founding Mothers unveils the drive,
determination, creative insight, and passion of the other patriots, the women who
raised our nation. Roberts proves beyond a doubt that like every generation of
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American women that has followed, the founding mothers used the unique gifts of
their gender -- courage, pluck, sadness, joy, energy, grace, sensitivity, and humor
-- to do what women do best, put one foot in front of the other in remarkable
circumstances and carry on.

Cracking the AP U.S. History Exam, 2013
Covers major figures and events in the United States from 1815 to 1850. Includes
James Monroe, the Era of Good Feelings, Andrew Jackson, manifest destiny, the
Mexican War, the Market Revolution, the abolitionist movement, social reform, and
religious revivalism. History SparkNotes help students strengthen their grasp of
History by focusing on individual eras or episodes in U.S. or world history. Breaking
history up into digestible lessons, History SparkNotes make it easier for students to
see how events, figures, movements, and trends interrelate. History SparkNotes
are a perfect for high school and college history classes, for students studying for
History AP Test or SAT Subject Tests, and simply as general reference tools. Each
note contains a general overview of historical context, a concise summary of
events, lists of key people and terms, in-depth summary and analysis with
timelines, study questions and suggested essay topics, and a 50-question review
quiz.
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e-Study Guide for: Through Womens Eyes, Combined Volume:
An American History with Documents by Ellen Carol DuBois,
ISBN 9780312676032
Discusses the United States' prehistory, including Native American life and early
explorers such as Christopher Columbus and Ponce de Leon.

American History
Study guide and review for Advanced Placement United States History for the
student serious about doing well in the course. It serves as a great resource either
while going through the course, or at the end of the course as a review before the
AP exam. This book is directly aligned with "American Pageant" (15th Edition) so
the student will do as well as possible during the course. Included are detailed
outlines. The outlines link directly to each chapter and to each chapter's subsections, thus making it great for a student taking U.S. History and using Bailey
and Kennedy's "American Pageant" as his or her main text and who strives to excel
in the course. Note: this is the ebook/epub/ipad version.

Studying Students
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Hakim's ten-volume history of the United States makes American history as
exciting as an adventure story and as stimulating as a suspense yarn. She tells
stories with all the fascinating sides of factual history. The dates and events,
characters and complexities, heroes, heroines and villains are woven into the great
American history. B&W illustrations throughout, index and timelines.

The First Americans
USAs historie indtil 1996

American History 1
This book covers major figures and events in U.S. civil rights movement from 1865
to 1970. Includes Reconstruction, the Black Codes, the Great Migration, the Harlem
Renaissance, the NAACP's legal victories, Brown v. Board of Education, Martin
Luther King Jr., the March on Washington, pro-civil rights political action in the
1960s, and the Black Power movement. History SparkNotes help students
strengthen their grasp of History by focusing on individual eras or episodes in U.S.
or world history. Breaking history up into digestible lessons, History SparkNotes
make it easier for students to see how events, figures, movements, and trends
interrelate. Each note contains a general overview of historical context, a concise
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summary of events, lists of key people and terms, in-depth summary and analysis
with timelines, study questions and suggested essay topics, and a 50-question
review quiz.

A History of Us: Student Study Guide for Book 2: Making 13
Colonies, Grade 5, California Edition
REA's Crash Course for the AP® U.S. History Exam - Gets You a Higher Advanced
Placement® Score in Less Time Completely Revised for the 2015 Exam! Crash
Course is perfect for the time-crunched student, the last-minute studier, or anyone
who wants a refresher on the subject. Are you crunched for time? Have you started
studying for your Advanced Placement® U.S. History exam yet? How will you
memorize everything you need to know before the test? Do you wish there was a
fast and easy way to study for the exam AND boost your score? If this sounds like
you, don't panic. REA's Crash Course for AP® U.S. History is just what you need.
Our Crash Course gives you: Targeted, Focused Review - Study Only What You
Need to Know Fully revised for the 2015 AP® U.S. History exam, this Crash Course
is based on an in-depth analysis of the revised AP® U.S. History course description
outline and sample AP® test questions. It covers only the information tested on
the new exam, so you can make the most of your valuable study time. Expert Testtaking Strategies Crash Course presents detailed, question-level strategies for
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answering both the multiple-choice and essay questions. By following this advice,
you can boost your score in every section of the test. Take REA's Online Practice
Exam After studying the material in the Crash Course, go to the online REA Study
Center and test what you've learned. Our practice exam features timed testing,
detailed explanations of answers, and automatic scoring analysis. The exam is
balanced to include every topic and type of question found on the actual AP®
exam, so you know you're studying the smart way. Whether you're cramming for
the test at the last minute, looking for extra review, or want to study on your own
in preparation for the exams - this is the study guide every AP® U.S. History
student must have. When it's crucial crunch time and your Advanced Placement®
exam is just around the corner, you need REA's Crash Course for AP® U.S. History!

AP* U.S. History Review and Study Guide Aligned With
American Pageant 15th Edition
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the
American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
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class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).
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